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High-energy radioactive isotopes have been used
in ion trap-based precision experiments after being
stopped in a large gas cell. The stopped ions of these
isotopes can be extracted from the large gas cell as a
low-energy ion beam. To transport and extract these
ions quickly and efficiently, electric fields are required
to guide them. In this respect, an rf-carpet (RFC)
method utilizing a dc potential gradient is a standard
technique.1) However, such a method is restricted to
longer half-life isotopes because of the transport time
owing to the upper limit on the dc gradient that can
be supported before electric discharges occur in the
large gas cell. To study short half-life isotopes, an
RFC featuring faster transport is required. Recently,
a hybrid technique wherein the dc gradient is replaced
by a traveling potential wave was proposed, called ion
surfing.2)

Recently, we have demonstrated the transport and
extraction of K+ ions using a circular RFC in 20 mbar
of He gas pressure.3) However, in a practical gas cell,
the gas pressure is higher by one order of magnitude.

In this study, the transport and extraction of K+

and Cs+ ions with the ion surfing method were tested
in high pressure He gas using a 100 mm cylinder elec-
trode to create a push electric field Epush and a circu-
lar RFC of 80 mm diameter. In addition, we compared
the effect of an RFC of a fine pitch with one of a rough
pitch. The fine pitch RFC consists of 0.08 mm wide
ring electrodes with 0.16 mm pitch and 0.32 mm di-
ameter orifice, whereas the rough pitch RFC consists
of 0.16 mm wide ring electrodes with 0.32 mm pitch
and 0.64 mm diameter orifice.
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Fig. 1. Sketch of the transport and extraction efficiency

measurement scheme. An rf frequency of 9.3 MHz and

rf amplitude of 104 Vpp are typical operating condi-

tions.

Figure 1 illustrates the scheme used to test the effi-
ciency of this method. The study required measuring
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two ion currents: the current reaching the RFC elec-
trodes (with rf off), IRFC and the ion current reaching
a Faraday Cup (FC), IFC. The FC was biased at−10 V
to pull ions out from the extraction orifice.

We define the combined transport and extraction ef-
ficiency as IFC/IRFC. Figure 2 shows the efficiency for
K+ and Cs+ ions with the fine pitch RFC and the
rough pitch RFC as functions of the He gas pressure
PHe. Above a maximum pressure, the efficiency de-
creases with increasing pressure because the effective
repelling force decreases because of stronger damping
effect at high He gas pressures; the push electric field
then exceeds the effective repelling field of the RFC
causing ions to hit the RFC. The efficiency for Cs+

is always higher than for K+ because the effective re-
pelling force scales with the mass-to-charge ratio. The
fine pitch RFC is more efficient than the rough pitch
RFC at higher He gas pressures. This indicates that
the effective repelling force is stronger for finer pitch
at higher He gas pressures.

We obtained an ion collection efficiency up to nearly
100% within a wide range of He gas pressures. To allow
operation at higher PHe, a larger effective repelling
force is needed.

We applied the ion surfing RFC to a superheavy
element gas cell. The results are presented elsewhere
in this journal4).in this journal
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Fig. 2. The efficiency of K+ and Cs+ ions as a function of

the He gas pressure PHe with fine RFC (left) and rough

RFC (right).
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Evaluation of effects of a large energy deposition on Deuterium
gaseous active target for a high-intensity ion beam injection

C.S. Lee,∗1,∗2 S. Ota,∗1 M. Takaki,∗1 Y. Kiyokawa,∗1 Y.N. Watanabe,∗2,∗3 H. Tokieda,∗1 and J. Zenihiro∗2

A deuterium gaseous active target, CNS Active Tar-
get (CAT)1,2), has been under development for measur-
ing the Isoscalar Giant Monopole Resonance (ISGMR)
in unstable nuclei via the (d, d’) reaction. In order to
extract the ISGMR component by using the multipole
decomposition analysis, a wide angular coverage of the
distribution of the differential cross-section is required.
The CAT consists of GEM-TPC and Si detectors. In
the center-of-mass frame, the scattering angular region
of recoil particle of θCM around 2 degrees was covered
by the GEM-TPC, while the region of θCM ≥ 5 de-
grees was covered by the Si detectors. In the previous
experiment2) at HIMAC using a 132Xe beam with a
high intensity of around 1 MHz at 115-MeV/u inci-
dent energy, we experienced instabilities of the CAT; a
sudden jump of the current value of the field cage and a
fluctuation of the baseline of Si signals were observed.
The instabilities can be considered as the effect of high
energy-loss density in the active gas target caused by
a heavy ion beam. For evaluating of such effect, we
bombarded the CAT with a very intense 3-MeV proton
(H+) beam provided by a pelletron in RIKEN. In this
paper, the experiment and the results are reported.

Fig. 1. A schematic view of the setup at pelletron, RIKEN.

Figure 1 shows a schematic view of the experi-
mental setup. The CAT was connected to the exit
of the pelletron beam port with a 12-µm-thick Al-
mylar foil. An Al flange of the chamber at the exit of
the CAT was used as a Faraday Cup (FC). A copper
plate was employed to collect the charges multiplied
by three thick GEMs (THGEMs) for evaluating the
effective gas gain. The current outputs of the FC and
the Cu plate were measured using picoammeters (AD-
VANTEST TR8641). The voltage and current values
of each high-voltage supply were recorded using a mul-
timeter (KEITHLEY 2701). Four Si detectors with an
effective area of 9×9 cm2 and thickness of 0.5 mm were
surrounding the field cage. The Si signals were ampli-
fied using a preamplifier (mesytec MPR-32) and read
out using an oscilloscope. The energy of the H+ beam
was 3 MeV, and its intensity was varied from 1 to 60
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pA. The GEM-TPC was operated at an effective gas
gain of about 60 in 0.4-atm H2.

Baseline fluctuations were observed in the signals
of the Si detectors for a beam intensity of 20-pA, as
shown in the left panel in Fig. 2. This beam con-
dition provides an energy-loss density equivalent to a
132Xe beam with an intensity of 1.2 MHz and energy
115 MeV/u. The fluctuation disappeared, when, with
the same beam condition, a 10-µm-thick Al-mylar foil
was placed in front of each Si detector. Therefore, we
understand that the fluctuation is possibly due to ra-
dioactive noise. At 60-pA 3-MeV H+ beam injection,
the fluctuations became smaller.

Fig. 2. Preamplifier outputs of Si detectors for a 20-pA

3-MeV H+ beam injection without Al-mylar foil cover

(left) and with Al-mylar foil cover (right).
Figure 3 shows the variation of current in the Cu

plate and field cage during the 20-pA 3-MeV H+ beam
injection. The current of the field cage increased by
4-5 µA immediately after the injection of the high-
intensity beam and gradually increased during the
beam irradiation. This may be explained by the ef-
fect of the initial ions from the beam and the ion back
flow (IBF) from the THGEMs. Although the field cage
had tripped (the current limit was 1 mA) several times,
a sudden jump of the current value seldom happened.
This may be caused by the difference between a heavy-
ion and a light-ion, such as δ-ray creation. The effect
of δ-rays on both Si detectors with Al-mylar covers
and the GEM-TPC will be evaluated by using a high-
intensity heavy-ion beam in the near future.

Fig. 3. Current variation of the Cu plate (left) and the field

cage (right) during a 20-pA 3-MeV H+ injection.
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